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ABSTRACT
Velocity measurements in the isothermal flows created by an opposed nozzle configuration are reported with
emphasis on the axis, stagnation plane and the distributions of mean and instantaneous strain rates. The
instrumentation comprised particle image velocimetry with silicon oil droplets added to the flows upstream of
both nozzles with the laser sheet passing through the axis between the nozzles. The results identify the regions of
high strain rates and quantify the development of the mean and turbulent components of the flow from the nozzle
exits as a function of bulk velocities from 3 to 8.2 m/s and nozzle separations from 0.4 to 1.0 diameters. They
show, for example, the rise in the values of axial and radial normal stress towards the stagnation plane with
values increasing by up to 300% and 160% respectively and along the stagnation plane. The maximum mean
strain rate occurred just over one nozzle radius from the axis at the smallest separation, away from the stagnation
plane and with values that increased from 450 to 950 s-1 with increasing separation at a bulk velocity of 3.0 m/s
and increased in proportion to the bulk velocity. Probability density functions were near Gaussian so that
instantaneous strain rates can be much larger. The experimental distribution of pixels had the advantage that it
allowed the entire flow field to be viewed in terms of velocity vectors and derived quantities including mean
strain rate. Hence, small asymmetry of the flow and the higher strain rates at finite distances from the nominal
impingement plane were obvious.
The experimental results permitted the domain of applicability of different modelling approaches to be defined
more accurately and calculations were performed with different turbulence models. The results showed that twoequation turbulence models did not represent turbulence intensities close to impingement and the axis, that nongeneral modifications to the dissipation equation can improve this situation and that the Reynolds stress model
dealt with this problem without specific fixes. It is also shown that mean flows are well reproduced by a
Reynolds stress closure for all nozzle separations. It is interesting to compare the distributions of numerical node
points with the effective measurement points and to note that the total number may be similar but that the former
more readily allows concentrations in regions of high gradients with better precision.
Comments are included on the implications of the results for investigations of reacting flows and extinction.
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Nozzle diameter (mm)
Nozzle separation (mm)
Turbulent kinetic energy (m2 /s 2 )
Production (m2 /s3 )
Radius (mm)
Nozzle radius (D/2)
Bulk strain rate, (1/s)
Radial component of strain rate, (1/s)
Axial component of strain rate, (1/s)
Time (s)
Axial component of Reynolds stress
Axial component of velocity (m/s)
Bulk nozzle exit velocity (m/s)
Shear component of Reynolds stress
Radial component of Reynolds stress
Radial component of velocity (m/s)
Axial distance from top nozzle (mm)
Velocity magnitude (m/s)
Kronecker delta (equal to 1 when i = j)
Turbulent viscosity (m2 /s)
Density (kg/m3 )

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The focus of the first part of this paper is on the measurement of the velocity characteristics of the stagnating
flow produced between two axially opposed turbulent air jets by Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and follows
from the contributions by Denshchikov et al. (1978 and 1983), Rolon et al. (1991), Sardi et al. (1998),
Mastorakos et al. (1992), Kostiuk et al. (1993), Stan and Johnson (2001), Korusoy and Whitelaw (2001). These
authors investigated laminar or turbulent opposed flows in various configurations to determine the interaction
between two opposed jets, the mean and turbulent velocity fields, and scalar dissipation of temperature or mass
fraction. Opposed jets with fuel and air can be used for the investigation of laminar or turbulent combustion, as
the flow produced is two-dimensional allowing analysis of the effect on extinction, and does not have the
complications of flows that stagnate onto a flat plate.
Rolon et al. (1991) showed that the axial and radial velocity gradients were constant at the axis and stagnation
plane with laminar opposed jets and Kostiuk et al. (1993) reported similar findings for mean quantities with
turbulent flows. The bulk strain rate was increased by a reduction of nozzle separation or an increase in the bulk
velocity of the two jets and the effects of quenching of a reacting flow by excessive stretching could, therefore,
be quantified. Kostiuk et al. (1993) used Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to show that small differences in the
momenta of the two jets caused the mean location of the stagnation plane to differ from the mid-point between
the nozzles by up to 0.15D. Kostiuk et al. (1993) placed perforated plates upstream of the nozzle exits to ensure
turbulent conditions and noted that the axial and radial fluctuating velocities decayed with distance from the
nozzle exit and then increased to a peak at the stagnation plane. The mechanism for turbulence production
proposed was that vortex stretching due to the normal velocity gradients along the axis caused an increase in the
axial fluctuating velocity, which was transferred to the radial fluctuating component. Stan and Johnson (2001),
with Laser Doppler Anemometry and PIV measurements in opposed water jets also recorded turbulent intensities
that rose to between 40 and 80% at the stagnation plane, attributing the rise to the highly oscillatory nature of
their jets.
Korusoy and Whitelaw (2001) used Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) to show that the velocity profile at the
nozzle exit with smaller nozzle separations, became increasingly non-uniform as the separation was reduced
below 0.4D with a minimum at the axis and peaks at the nozzle rim. The static pressure between the nozzles and
the radial velocity at the stagnation plane beyond the nozzle rim was shown to increase with reduction in nozzle
separation. The peak in exit velocity produced a non-uniform distribution of strain rate at the stagnation plane
with a dark ring signifying local extinction of a methane flame at the location of the peak strain rate, Korusoy
and Whitelaw (2002). They also observed movement of the stagnation plane at separation above 1.0D, as by
Denshchikov et al. (1978 and 1983) in opposed water jets with rectangular nozzles, so that subsequent
investigations were limited to separations between 0.2 and 1.0D
Solutions of reduced forms of the Navier-Stokes equations with numerical and turbulence assumptions have been
reported for impinging flo ws, usually those impinging on to surfaces, by several authors including Craft et. al.
(1996), Dianat et. al. (1996), Korusoy and Whitelaw (2004), Lindstedt and Vaos (1998,1999), Murakami (1993),
Park and Sung (2001) and Tsuchiya et al. (1997), and the results are generally better for mean than for turbulence
properties. A number of potential problems relating to the influence of boundary conditions, effects of jet
asymmetries at the impingement point and the potential role of large scale temporal instabilities influencing
turbulence statistics were raised in a number of these studies. The second part of the paper considers these topics
in the context of more complete flow field data and through the use of representative eddy viscosity and second
moment closures. The number and distributions of numerical grid nodes are compared with the effective number
of measurement locations.
The above short review summarises previous research and provides a background for the presentation of the new
measurements and calculations. The paper is presented in five subsequent sections dealing respectively with a
description of the flow configuration, instrumentation and presentation of the experimental results, a brief
description of the calculation methods and consideration of the calculated and measured results, and concluding

remarks including comments on the implications for investigations of reacting opposed flows and extinction.
Sections 3 and 4 correspond to the two topics referred to above.
2.0 FLOW CONFIGURATION
The identical nozzles of Figure 1 were positioned in a vertical opposed flow configuration, as by Korusoy and
Whitelaw (2001, 2002) and Luff et al. (2003). Each had a contraction of area ratio of 9.0 and followed the fifth
order polynomial of Bell and Mehta (1988) to reduce boundary layers and to provide a uniform velocity profile
at the nozzle exit of diameter 25 mm. Bulk velocities were varied from 3.0 to 8.2 m/s corresponding to Reynolds
numbers of 5,000 and 13,700. The design of turbulence generating grids in counterflow geometries presents
practical difficulties, as too low an open area ratio results in unstable flow due to jet coalescence caused by
pressure differences between the jets and wakes. In two classical contributions, Corrsin (1961) advised a solidity
< 34% in order to achieve stable flow and Batchelor and Townsend (1948) suggested that the initial decay period
persists around 150 jet diameters downstream. In the current work, perforated plates with 4 mm holes and 42%
solidity were placed 55 mm upstream of each nozzle exit to ensure turbulent flow. The current arrangement
allowed the flow, while within the initial turbulence decay region, to develop small-scale turbulence though
some influence of jet coalescence could not be ruled out, Villermaux et al. (1993). The nozzles were mounted on
a frame that allowed the nozzle separation to be varied from 0.4 to 1.0 exit diameters (D). They were aligned
concentrically and with the exit planes parallel, using a machined brass bar, with a diameter a close fit to the
inside of the nozzles, to achieve alignment better than 0.25 mm. Air was supplied to each nozzle by a compressor
with flow rates measured by rotameters to an accuracy of 3%.
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Figure 1. a) The opposed nozzle geometry showing vertically aligned nozzles. b) Cross section of the top nozzle
with all dimensions in millimetres.
3.0 INSTRUMENTATION and EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Particle image velocimetry
A particle image velocimetry system (LaVision Flowmaster) was used to measure the vertical and horizontal
components of velocity in a plane through the flow coincident with the nozzle axis and orthogonal to the
stagnation plane. The plane was illuminated by a 120 mJ double pulse Nd:YAG laser (New Wave Solo PIV) and
was viewed by a 12 bit, cooled, CCD camera with 1376 x 1040 pixels fitted with a 50 mm Nikon lens. The laser
was equipped with optics producing a diverging light sheet approximately 1 mm thick. It was necessary to trim
the upper and lower edges of the sheet so that they did not impinge on the nozzles, which reflected more light
than the seeding particles, risking over-exposure of the camera and limiting the laser power. Thus a cylindrical

lens and an adjustable iris were placed in front of the light sheet optics, and produced a parallel rather than
divergent light sheet. The iris allowed the edges of the sheet to be trimmed so that they were approximately 1
mm from the exit of the nozzles. This enabled sufficient laser power for satisfactory illumination of the seeding
particles without risking over exposure of the camera.
Silicon oil droplets were introduced into the flow 35 diameters upstream of each nozzle exit and produced by a
PALAS aerosol generator producing mean geometric diameters of approximately 1.0 µm which appeared in the
PIV double images with a size of approximately 4 pixels and so avoiding peak locking. The homogenous and
steady seeding produced by this arrangement was necessary to avoid vector drop out, which increases the errors
of mean and fluctuating velocities. As only the jets could be seeded with droplets, some regions of the
measurement domain suffered from low levels of seeding density creating larger uncertainties and have
consequently been masked.
Velocity vectors were derived from double frame pixel PIV images using a multi-pass cross-correlation
algorithm with interrogation window shifting and deformation. The time between the two frames (∆t) was
adjusted between 10 and 50 µs according to the bulk flow velocity and nozzle separation in order to reduce the
number of spurious velocity vectors. The total physical area imaged was 66 x 50 mm for all cases studied. The
final interrogation window size of 32 x 32 pixels is thus equivalent to 1.6 x 1.6 mm and a 50% overlap gave
velocity vectors on a grid of 0.8 mm spacing. The integral length scale of turbulence was determined by Sardi et
al. (1998) to around 2.8 mm. Høst-Madsen and Nielsen (1995) estimated that an interrogation area of around 0.2
of the integral length scale results in uncertainties in turbulence intensities of less than 10% and the current
resolution of around 0.5 length scale in errors of less than 20%. For each experimental condition, flow properties
including mean velocities, normal stresses and strain rates were derived with a purpose written FORTRAN
program from 1000 instantaneous vector fields. The repeatability in mean and fluctuating velocities is estimated
to be better than 1 and 5% respectively, by comparing values derived from five independent data sets.
Comparison with hotwire measurements near the nozzle exits so as to exclude rectification showed agreement of
the axial component of Reynolds stress to approximately 10%.
3.2 Mean velocities and normal stresses
Contours of velocity magnitude, overlaid with streamlines originating at the nozzle exits are shown in Figure 2
and illustrate the advantages of PIV that produced two-dimensional data between the two nozzles, allowing the
magnitude and direction of the flow to be visualised more quickly and easily than with a single-point
measurement technique. They demonstrate the reduction in the U component of velocity along the axis as
stagnation at the mid point between the nozzles was approached, and the corresponding diverging radial flow
with the V-component increasing with radial distance up to and slightly beyond the radius of the nozzles. The
shear layer between the diverging jets and surrounding ambient air is also apparent and it grew with distance
from the nozzle rim, but with no effect on the region of the stagnation plane up to a radius of 1.5R. There is
increasing radial acceleration of the flow with reduction in nozzle separation and higher velocities at radii
beyond 1.0R.
The figure also shows that the flows were slightly asymmetric and this can arise from the exit profiles,
imbalances in the flow rates, misalignment of top and bottom nozzles, disturbances in the ambient air and small
irregularities in the local solidity ratio of the perforated plates, Morgan (1960), Bradshaw (1965). Kostiuk et al.
(1993) reported difficulties in balancing their flow rates with deviations in the mean vertical position of their
stagnation plane from the mid plane between the nozzles by up to 5.0 mm. In the present flows, the main cause
of asymmetry was the exit profiles, which became increasingly asymmetrical with reduction in separation, as
shown in Figures 3 and 4. For example, a difference of around 0.2Ub in the peak values on the axis was observed
with a separation of 0.4D and a bulk velocity of 3.0 m/s. This caused the stagnation plane to deviate from the
geometric symmetry plane by approximately 0.5 mm at 1.0R for a separation of 0.4D with the stagnation point
deviating from the geometric axis by 0.2 mm. The asymmetries were found to increase with bulk flow rates with
the stagnation plane deviating from the geometric symmetry plane by up to 0.9 mm at 1.0R and the stagnation

point deviating from the geometric axis by 1.0 mm. Subsequent results are also affected but by amounts that
have little effect on the conclusions.
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Figure 2. Contours of mean velocity magnitude with increasing nozzle separation and a bulk velocity of Ub = 3.0
m/s, overlaid with streamlines originating at the nozzle exits. H/D = a) 0.4 b) 0.6 c) 0.8
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Figure 3. The effects of increasing nozzle separation on mean velocities at 1.5 mm from the nozzle exit with a
bulk velocity of Ub =3.0 m/s. a) Mean axial velocity, b) mean radial velocity. H/D = o 0.4, ∆ 0.6, ? 0.8, ? 1.0.

The mean axial and radial velocities of Figures 3 and 4 were measured 1.5 mm from the exit plane of the top
nozzle at bulk velocities of 3.0 and 8.2 m/s. They quantify the expected reduction in axial velocity at the axis and
increasing radial velocity close to the rim with decreasing nozzle separation due to the increase in static pressure

at the axis. The axial velocities at the axis and peak values of radial velocity agree with those of Korusoy and
Whitelaw (2001) to within 5% for a separation of 1.0D and integration across the inlet and outlet boundaries with
the assumption of axial symmetry showed agreement with the bulk flow rate within 5% at all separations.
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Figure 4. The effects of increasing nozzle separation on mean velocities at 1.5 mm from the nozzle exit a) and b)
mean axial and mean radial velocity at Ub = 8.2 m/s. H/D = o 0.4 ∆ 0.6 ? 0.8, ? 1.0.
The relationship between the radial velocities of Figures 4 and 5 and the increase in peak radial velocity at the
stagnation plane between 1.0 and 1.5R, as reported by Korusoy and Whitelaw (2001), are illustrated in Figure 2.
Examples of Reynolds stresses along the axis for the 1.0D separation, Figure 5a-b, show a progressive increase
towards the stagnation plane. The increase in the axial normal stress is by up to 0.02 Ub 2 or some 300%
compared with the rise in the radial normal stress of 0.003 Ub 2 or 160% . The axial normal stress at the stagnation
plane remained constant at a value of 0.02 Ub 2 up to a bulk velocity of 5 m/s, but increased to 0.03 Ub 2 at a bulk
velocity of 8.2 m/s. The radial normal stress was independent of bulk velocity at 0.0075 Ub 2 . It is evident that the
anisotropy increased with the approach to the stagnation plane, in qualitative agreement with the measurements
of Kostiuk et al (1993) and Mastorakos (1993), although there is considerable scatter in their results as discussed
further below. It is also clear from Figure 5b that there is scatter in the rms velocities and this may be associated
with the experimental resolution.
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Figure 5. The effects of increasing bulk velocity on a) mean axial velocities, b) axial and c) radial normalized
Reynolds stress along the axis, with Ub = o 3.0, ∆ 3.7, ? 5 .0, ? 6.0, X 7.0, + 8.2 [m/s].
The mean radial velocities along the stagnation plane for a bulk velocity of 3.0 m/s, Figure 6a, show a constant
mean gradient for separations above 0.4D up to a radial distance from the axis of 1.0R and up to 0.5R for 0.4D.
Peak values of radial velocity increase from 1.25 to 2.00 Ub and radial distance from the axis reduces from 1.85

to 1.70R with a decrease in separation from 1.0 to 0.4D with subsequent reduction due to continuity. Of course,
the bulk velocities at the exit plane corresponded to the bulk flow through the two nozzles and the area defined
by the nozzle exit.
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Figure 6. The effects of increasing nozzle separation (H) on velocities along the stagnation plane. Mean and rms
of radial velocities at bulk velocities of a) and b) 3.0 m/s, c) and d) 8.2 m/s. H/D = o 0.4, ∆ 0.6, ? 0.8, ? 1.0
Values of the radial component of Reynolds stress, Figure 6b, remained constant at the value of 0.0075 Ub 2 along
the stagnation plane up to a radial distance of 1.2R beyond which the entrainment of ambient air and
intermittency caused them to rise considerably. A similar rise is seen in the axial normal stress, Figure 6c, with
values remaining constant at 0.02 Ub 2 up to 0.9R before rising less dramatically but sooner than the radial
component. Larger values of axial and radial normal stresses occurred with a separation of 0.4D and may be due,
in part, to the closer proximity of the turbulence generating perforated plates to the stagnation plane but also to
the larger radial mean velocity gradients. Figure 6d shows that the axial normal stress along the stagnation plane
for the bulk velocity of 8.2 m/s remained consistently higher than for the lower bulk velocity, whereas the radial
normal stress was the same, Figure 6b. Shear components were found to be less than 0.005 Ub 2 in magnitude up
to 2.0R and at all separations investigated. The rapid increase in turbulence quantities at larger radial distances
from the axis is partly due to bulk flow instabilities. PIV can not separate the contributions of the latter from
those arising from turbulent fluctuations.
3.3 Strain rates
The bulk (S b ), radial (S rad ) and axial (S ax) strain rates are defined in equation (1) and contours of radial strain rate
are shown in Figure 7 for increasing nozzle separation.
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Figure 7. Contours of mean radial strain rate [1/s] overlaid with velocity vectors with a bulk velocity of Ub = 3.0
m/s and increasing nozzle separation. H/D = a) 0.4 b) 0.6 c) 0.8

Figure 7 illustrates the increasing non-uniformity of strain rate as the separation was reduced to 0.4D, with peaks
around 1.0R and away from the symmetry plane. Comparison of Figures 2 and 7 shows that the location of the
peak value of strain rate is at a smaller radius from the axis than the peak value of mean radial velocity. Korusoy
and Whitelaw (2001) showed that the bulk strain rate, Sb is not able to describe the strain rates at small
separations due to the changes in the velocity profile. The values at the axis increased by only 25% with a
reduction in nozzle separation from 1.0 to 0.4D, consistent with the reduction in axial velocity at the axis and
nozzle exit, seen in Figure 3. At the largest nozzle separation of 1.0D, the values are approximately constant
across the stagnation plane up to 1.0R whereas peaks of increasing magnitude are evident at smaller separations
at 1.0R from the axis, with an increase in strain rate of 225% at 0.4D. Figure 7 shows that values of the radial
strain rate vary little with small distances away from the stagnation plane for a constant nozzle separation. For
example, values measured at 0.25H from the top nozzle, approximately half way between the nozzle and
stagnation plane, were reduced by < 50 s -1 as compared to the stagnation plane.
The radial strain rates were proportional to bulk velocity for a constant nozzle separation, as can be seen by
comparing Figure 8a and b at bulk velocities of 3.0 and 8.2 m/s. At the separation of 0.4D the peak value of
strain rate is within 2% of that measured by Korusoy and Whitelaw (2001) but differences up to 30% occurred at
larger separations and may have be due to the difficulties in locating the stagnation plane with one point
measurements.
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the stagnation plane and 1.0 R from the axis with increasing separation and bulk velocities of a) and b) 3.0 m/s.
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Probability density functions of radial velocity and instantaneous radial strain rate on the stagnation plane and
1.0R from the axis at bulk velocities of 3.0 and 8.2 m/s, Figure 9, showed that the distributions were close to
Gaussian implying that instantaneous values of velocities and strain rates can be much larger and that the
occurrence of values two to three times greater may be sufficiently frequent to affect the extinction of flames.
Figure 9 also shows that the mean velocity and deviation at 1.0R from the axis increases with a reduction in
nozzle separation from 1.0 to 0.4D. The same occurs for the strain rate with the standard deviation increasing
from 205 to 240 s -1 which suggests that smaller separations lead to higher values of the instantaneous strain rate.
4.0 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Moment closure methods have long provided the basis for computations of turbulent isothermal and reacting
flows in geometries of practical interest and, within them, closures are required primarily for the turbulent
transport of momentum, scalar(s), Reynolds stresses and turbulent scalar fluxes. The stagnation point flow
geometry presents a number of interesting features and has been advocated by several authors, for example Bray
et al. (1992,1994), as a standard test case for the assessment of closure approximations. Related research has
focused on the closure of reaction related terms and/or the modelling of velocity and scalar turbulent transport
using eddy viscosity based closures, for example Bray et al. (1992) and Wu and Bray (1996). There are well
known problems associated with the accurate modelling of constant density flows in impinging jet geometries
using such closures, as considered by Craft et al. (1993). Indeed, the results of Korusoy and Whitelaw (2004),
who investigated the applicability of three k – ε models, showed that the standard Jones and Launder (1972)
formulation over-predicted k by a factor of four compared with their own experimental results. Case specific

modifications to the model, such as that of Craft et al, produce results closer to experiments but have a tendency
to reduce the generality and the standard form given in Table 1a is preferred as representative of this class of
closure. However, the suggestion by Chen and Kim (1987) has also been included as an example of case specific
modifications.

Table 1a. Standard eddy viscosity closure of Jones and Launder (1972).

Table 1b. The modified dissipation rate equation proposed by Chen and Kim (1987).

Table 2. Reynolds stress closure applied in the simulation of the counterflow geometry. Constant values
correspond to those of Haworth and Pope (1986,1987). A further discussion regarding the dissipation rate
equation can be found elsewhere Lindstedt and Vaos (1998).
Reynolds stress closures have several advantages in the context of the current flows, including the ability to deal
with anisotropy and other key aspects of impinging jets as shown, for example by Champion and Libby (1993)

and Lindstedt and Vaos (1998). A critical aspect of second moment closures is the modelling of the pressure
redistribution/scrambling and dissipation terms in the Reynolds stress and scalar flux equations. Considerable
progress has been made in the context of constant density flows, Launder (1996), and here the Generalised
Langevin model of Haworth and Pope (1986,1987) was chosen as a “representative” closure of the “slow” and
“strain” redistribution parts. Furthermore, Pope (1994) has shown that the model yields a corresponding
scrambling term model for the scalar flux equations, an important consideration in the context of an extension to
reacting flows as discussed by Lindstedt and Vaos (1998,1999). Triple moment and pressure transport terms are
approximated with the generalised gradient diffusion model of Daly and Harlow (1970). The complete modelled
Reynolds stress equations are shown in Table 2 and two-equation models can be deduced from them.
4.1 Boundary conditions
The boundaries of the solution domain extended from the nozzle to the stagnation plane and to 40 mm in the
radial direction. The boundary conditions correspond to symmetry conditions at the axial and radial planes of
symmetry so that, for example, the axial velocity and all axial gradients of the other variables were zero at the
stagnation plane. Inflow conditions corresponded to the velocity and turbulence profiles obtained with PIV and
with the length scale determination by Sardi et al. (1998) applied at the nozzle. The two remaining boundaries
were treated using transmissive wave conditions based on a constant far field pressure. The formulation reduces
to a von Neumann condition at constant pressure. The latter was set equal to the atmospheric value in the farfield. The mean radial velocity was zero at the axis of symmetry, while von Neumann conditions were applied to
the radial gradients of all other variables.
4.2 Numerical grids and the algorithm
A uniform grid of 125 x 100 grid nodes was used in the simulation with a 1-D nozzle separation, resulting in
spatial resolutions of 0.1 mm and 0.4 mm in the axial and radial directions respectively. No change was made to
the grid in the radial direction for smaller nozzle separations and the 0.1 mm axial resolution was retained by
decreasing in proportion the number of axial nodes. The calculation method features a second order accurate
TVD scheme and the governing equations are integrated in time until a steady solution is obtained, Lindstedt and
Vaos (1998). Korusoy and Whitelaw (2004) have shown that grids of around 7000 nodes were sufficient to
resolve the current geometry provided they were distributed to take account of regions of large gradients and
slightly larger numbers where they were evenly distributed. The present simulations may be considered well
resolved.
4.3 Discussion of measurements and calculations
Measured and calculated mean radial strain rates can be compared in Figures 7 and 10 with the calculated results
mirrored about the symmetry boundary conditions along the axis and the stagnation plane. Thus asymmetries are
not present in the calculated results. Calculated strain rates were obtained from the grid at a resolution of 0.4 mm
compared to the experimental results measured at a resolution of 1.6 mm. Qualitative agreement between the two
figures can be seen with the regions of high strain rate at 1.0R and with reduction of nozzle separation showing
similar areas. Calculated peak values at a separation of 0.4D and at 1.0R from the axis show values around
900 s-1 which is within 10% of the largest value shown in Figure 8. At a separation of 1.0D the calculated results
show values between 400 and 420 s-1 along the stagnation plane from the axis and beyond 1.5R in close
agreement with the experimental results.
Calculated values of the turbulent kinetic energy obtained with the eddy viscosity and second moment closure
methods are shown in Figure 11 for a bulk velocity of 3.0 m/s and nozzle separations of 0.4 and 1.0D. The value
of turbulent kinetic energy is normalised by the square of bulk velocity so as to facilitate comparisons with the
Reynolds stresses presented in subsequent figures. The smaller burner separation shows discrepancies in
turbulence levels in the proximity of the nozzle and it is evident that they are much smaller at the larger
separation.
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Figure 10. Contours of calculated mean radial strain rate at a bulk velocity of Ub = 3.0 m/s and increasing
nozzle separation. H/D = a) 0.4 b) 0.6 c) 0.8
The turbulence kinetic energy computed with the k-ε model over-predicts measurements by factors 3 to 5, a
finding that is consistent with Korusoy and Whitelaw (2004) who showed that modifications to the dissipation
equation can improve the performance of eddy viscosity closures at the expense of generality. For example,
results obtained with the model by Chen and Kim (1987) are also shown in Figure 11. By contrast, the second
moment closure calculations agree comparatively well with differences less than a factor of 2 and without the
need for specific fixes.
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Figure 11. A comparison of PIV measurements, standard and modified k-ε and second moment calculations of
turbulent kinetic energy along the axis at a Ub = 3.0 m/s and a separation of a) H = 0.4D, b) H = 1.0D
The current measurements of the axial Reynolds stress component are compared in Figure 12a with
measurements obtained using LDA under similar conditions by Mastorakos (1993). The burner separation in the

latter case was 20 mm and the bulk flow velocity 1.64 m/s, as compared to 25 mm and 3.0 m/s in the current
case. The same turbulence generator was used in both cases. Data obtained by Kostiuk et al. (1993) using LDA
for a burner separation of 20 mm, a bulk flow velocity of 8.0 m/s and a turbulence generator with 2 mm holes are
also shown. It is evident that the current turbulence intensities appear low – possibly as a result of inadequate
spatial resolution in the vicinity of the stagnation point. It may be noted that the calculated results in this region
of the flow are closer to the LDA measurements of Mastorakos (1993), which provide a much improved spatial
resolution of around 0.1 mm. However, hot-wire measurements, also shown in Figure 11, confirm the PIV
derived turbulence velocities at the nozzle exit.
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Figure 12. a) PIV measurements of the axial normal Reynolds Stress component along the axis for Ub = 3.0 m/s
and H = 1.0D with a comparison to the LDV measurements of Mastorakos (1993) and Kostiuk et. al. (1993) and
b) PIV measurements compared with second moment calculations showing the effects of altering the integral
length scale at the nozzle.
The computations may be affected by assumptions made for the integral length scale. Figure 12b thus shows
three computations obtained by varying this parameter at the nozzle exit. An increase by 50% brings the
computed results closer to those of Kostiuk et al. (1993), while a reduction by a factor of 2 brings closer
agreement with the PIV data. Further discussion can be found elsewhere, e.g. Sardi et al. (1998), and,
consistently with Kostiuk et al. (1993), the nominal value is retained in all subsequent calculations.
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Figure 13. Mean axial velocity along the axis at a bulk velocity of a) 3.0 m/s and a separation of H = o 0.4,
? 1.0D and b) a bulk velocity of 7.0 m/s and a separation of 1.0D.
While uncertainties prevail with respect to turbulence statistics in some regions of the flow, the mean axial
velocity along the stagnation point streamline is well reproduced for both burner separations as shown in Figure
13. Computed and measured normal Reynolds stress components are shown in Figure 14 for the case of a bulk
velocity of 3.0 m/s where the measured results are also compared to those obtained by Mastorakos (1993). It is
evident that the strong anisotropy of the flow is reproduced by the calculations and that significant uncertainties
prevail in the proximity of the stagnation point. With the exception of this region, fair agreement between the
computed turbulence levels and those measured in the current work are observed. The same Reynolds stress

components are shown in Figure 15 for the case corresponding to a bulk velocity of 7.0 m/s and a nozzle
separation of 1.0D. The computed and experimental results are in fair agreement.
The discrepancies noted for the Reynolds stresses shown in Figures 14 and 15 are interesting and it is evident
that computed levels significantly exceed those measured. It is also noticeable that the region in the vicinity of
the stagnation point is particularly strongly affected which could suggest inadequate spatial resolution in the
measurements. The latter point is worthy of investigation as the current experimental resolutions could a priori
have been deemed adequate, Høst-Madsen and Nielsen (1995). However, uncertainties in boundary conditions
may also exert an influence.
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Figure 14. PIV measurements of the axial normal component along the axis for Ub = 3.0 m/s and H = 0.8D with
a comparison to the LDV measurements of Mastorakos (1993) and second moment calculations.
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Figure 15. Mean a) axial and b) radial velocity along the axis and stagnation plane at a bulk velocity of 7.0 m/s
and a separation of 1.0D.
A particular feature of the current measurements is that detailed comparisons are also possible along the
stagnation plane. Mean radial velocities are shown for burner separations H/D = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and with a bulk
velocity of 3.0 m/s in Figure 16. The measurements are “mirrored” around the stagnation plane to provide a
direct impression of the level of asymmetry in the flow. It is arguable that computations and experiments are in
excellent agreement up to a normalized distance of around 2.5. Beyond this point, the presence of large-scale
instabilities can be expected to exert increasing influence.
4.3 The implications for reacting flows
Three factors associated with the counterflow geometry are of particular relevance to flows with combustion.
First, high strain rates are known to affect the heat release and to cause quenching, Karlovitz et. al. (1952) and
Law et al. (1988). The peak strain rate at small nozzle separations has implications for the behaviour of reacting

flows since the high mean values at the nozzle rim will weaken a reaction zone in this area and this, coupled with
fluctuating strain due to turbulence, will cause extinction if the instantaneous value, duration and repetition were
high enough. Since strain rates at 1.0R are seen to increase more rapidly than those at the axis with decreasing
separation, partial extinction of the reaction zone will occur beyond this radius before global extinction, as
observed by Korusoy and Whitelaw (2002). Secondly, some experimental and theoretical works on premixed
turbulent flames, for example those of Heitor et al. (1988), Bray and Libby (1994) and Lindstedt and Vaos
(1998), show that non-gradient transport is likely to prevail in reacting flows at realistic rates of heat release. In
such flows, turbulent transport approximations of the eddy viscosity type are clearly not valid and a closure at the
second moment level may be essential for the accurate modelling of the evolution of mean and turbulence
quantities. Difficulties experienced in combusting flows with eddy viscosity closures are thus not surprising,
Bray et al. (1994).
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Figure 16. Mean radial velocity along the axis at a bulk velocity of 3.0 m/s and a separation of H = a) o 0.4 and
? 0.8, b) ∆ 0.6 and ? 1.0D.
Since the turbulent burning velocity is proportional to the turbulent intensity, correct prediction of combusting
flows requires accurate values for the Reynolds stresses which, so far, can only be produced by second moment
closures in stagnating flows. Finally, second moment closures still rely on the balance equation for dissipation
which has coefficients tuned in flows where the major production mechanism is by shear and consequently more
development in this area is required. The generation rate of dissipation is assumed to be determined by the largescale motion within the “standard” turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate model equation, and, thus,
expressed in terms of the integral turbulent time scale and mean strain components, Lumley (1996).
Nevertheless, the resulting “standard” form of the dissipation generation term is such that in variable density
flows featuring a prevalence of dilatation and preferential acceleration effects, the “generation” term will
inevitably amount to a negative rather than a positive contribution. An alternative general form of the dissipation
equation is possible, e.g. Lindstedt and Vaos (1998). The corresponding model parameters, here Cε1-Cε3, are
assumed constant although general formulations as functions of anisotropy or strain invariants, e.g. Launder
(1996), are also possible. The present choice of modeling constants reduces the equation to the “standard” form
in the zero-heat release limit. The potential for more detailed data obtained in the counterflow geometry presents
an excellent opportunity to investigate such aspects in reacting flows.
5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The experiments with Particle Image Velocimetry offer the advantage of an overview of the flow field in terms
of velocities, strain rates and stresses and revealed the magnitude of the asymmetry that stemmed from small
asymmetries in the profiles at the exit planes of the nozzles. They showed, for example, that real stagnation plane
was some 5 degrees from the geometric plane and that the peak values were different, and more so at lower
values of separation, so that values of 904 and 960 s–1 were measured at 0.4D. They revealed large departures
from isotropy of the axial and radial normal stresses and these suggest that the Boussinesq assumption will not
be a good representation of the flows. Perhaps most important, the concept of predicting the strain rate in terms
of the bulk velocity is clearly increasingly unacceptable as the separation is decreased with a complex
distribution of strain rates immediately obvious.

It is instructive to compare the detail of measurements with Laser Doppler Velocimetry, Particle Image
Velocimetry and the various calculations. LDV allows measurements of velocity characteristics in a particular
direction with resolution of around 0.1 mm and with measurement locations separated by 1 mm or so and with
concentrations of measurements in regions of high gradients, but does not allow an immediate view of the flow
field. PIV offers an overview of the flow field, in this case with resolution of 32 x 32 pixels and, therefore, of
separations of around 0.8 mm across the stagnation plane at 0.4D. It is possible, of course, to focus pixels in
much higher concentrations on locals regions of the flow but that was not attempted here. Computed results
showed that the two-equation turbulence models do not represent turbulence intensities close to impingement
and the axis, that non-general modifications to the dissipation equation can improve this situation and that the
Reynolds stress model substantially dealt with this problem without specific fixes. It is also shown that mean
flows are well reproduced for all nozzle separations. Calculated values of mean velocit ies along the axis and
stagnation plane showed agreement with values obtained using PIV to within 10% in regions unaffected by
large-scale instabilities.
The measurements show very clearly that extinction cannot be represented in terms of bulk velocity, that the
highest strain rates at low separations exist away from the stagnation plane and that the instantaneous values can
be very large. This limits the application of opposed flows to the quantification of extinction since low
separations are required to attain high strain rates and the option of larger separations and higher velocities is
limited by the flapping of the stagnation plane. Also, it is known that repetitive high strain rates, as opposed to
continuous ones, can lead to extinction by weakening of the flame. The calculation model described and tested
here may provide a way to link the bulk velocity to the complex strain-rate patterns.
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